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ABSTRACT
With the increasing availability and scale of graph data from Web 2.0, graph partitioning becomes one of efficient pre-processing techniques to balance the computing workload. Since the cost of partitioning the entire graph is strictly prohibitive, there are some recent tentative works towards streaming graph partitioning which can run faster, be easily paralleled, and be incrementally updated. Unfortunately, the experiments show that the running time of each partitioning is still unbalanced due to the variation of workload access patterns during the supersteps. In addition, the one-pass streaming partitioning result is not always satisfactory for the algorithms’ local view of the graph.

In this paper, we present LogGP, a log-based graph partitioning system that records, analyzes and reuses the historical statistical information to refine the partitioning result. LogGP can be used as a middleware and deployed to many state-of-the-art paralleled graph processing systems easily. LogGP utilizes the historical partitioning results to generate a hyper-graph and uses a novel hyper-graph streaming partitioning approach to generate a better initial streaming graph partitioning result. During the execution, the system uses running logs to optimize graph partitioning which prevents performance degradation. Moreover, LogGP can dynamically repartition the massive graphs in accordance with the structural changes. Extensive experiments conducted on a moderate size of computing cluster with real-world graph datasets demonstrate the superiority of our approach against the state-of-the-art solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data partitioning has been studied for decades. Recently, with the scale of data from Internet becoming larger, data partitioning, especially graph data partitioning has attracted more and more attention. The unprecedented proliferation of data from web requires efficient processing methods to handle different workloads. Many parallelism frameworks have been proposed to process large-scale graphs, e.g., Pregel, GraphLab and PowerGraph [17, 15, 11]. As other distributed systems, graph data partitioning is a key technology to scale out computational capabilities.

Pregel [17], as one of the representative systems, developed by Google, is based on the BSP (bulk-synchronous parallel) model and adopts a vertex-centric concept in which each vertex executes a user-defined function (UDF) in a sequence of supersteps. By default, Pregel uses hash function to distribute the vertices. Although hash partitioning generates a well-balanced number of vertices across distributed computing nodes, many messages have to be sent across the nodes for updating which generates a huge communication cost.

Thus, some partitioning methods on Pregel-like systems were proposed, most of which are based on k-balanced graph partitioning [10]. K-balanced graph partitioning aims to minimize the total communication cost between computing nodes and balance the vertices on each partition. Andreev et al. [6] proved k-balanced graph partitioning is NP-Hard. Several approximation algorithms and multi-level heuristic algorithms have been proposed. However, as the size of graph becomes larger, they all suffer from a significant increase of the partitioning time. As shown in [25], multi-level approach requires more than 8.5 hours to partition a graph from Twitter with approximately 1.5 billion edges which is sometimes longer than the time spent on processing the workload. Therefore recently, some works focused on much simpler streaming heuristics to get comparable result performance to multi-level ones with much shorter partitioning time [23, 25]. Although the partitioning result balances the number of vertices among each node and reduces the communication cost, for many graph workloads in which not all vertices in every superstep will run the UDF, the streaming or even multi-level graph partitioning algorithms still encounter the skewed running time for some workloads.

To deal with this issue, several approaches were recently proposed: Yang et al. [27] proposed a dynamic replication based partitioning with adaption to workload change. Shang et al. [21] investigated several graph algorithms and proposed simple yet effective policies that can achieve dynamic workload balance. However, these approaches need to repartition the graph again whenever a new workload runs on it and there is no improvement on the partitioning results. In fact, the running statistics or historical partitioning logs can provide us useful information to refine the partitioning result. In this paper, we investigate how to record, analyze and reuse these statistics and logs to refine the graph partitioning result. We settle the issue of the imbalance of
running time and reduce the job running time by refining the graph partitioning quality. We develop a novel graph partitioning management method - LogGP that reuses the previous and running statistical information to refine the partitioning. LogGP has two novel log-based graph partitioning techniques. LogGP first combines the graph and historical partitioning results to generate a hyper graph and uses a streaming based hyper graph approach to get a better initial partitioning result. When the workload is executing, LogGP then uses running statistics to estimate the running time of each node and reassigns the workload for the next superstep to reduce the superstep running time. To estimate the running time of superstep, an innovative technique to profile workload and graph is proposed. LogGP can be used as a middle-ware and deployed to Pregel-like systems easily.

We implement LogGP on Giraph - an open source version of Pregel. The performance of LogGP is validated with several large graph datasets on different workloads. The experimental results show that the proposed graph partitioning approaches significantly outperform existing streaming approaches and demonstrate superior scaling properties.

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We identify an important running time imbalance problem in large-scale graph processing system.
2. We design and implement LogGP to reuse the previous and running statistics information for partitioning refinement and propose Hyper Graph Repartitioning and Superstep Repartitioning techniques.
3. We conduct extensive experimental study to exhibit the advantages of our approach.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the problem of graph partitioning and relevant performance issues. In Section 3 and 4, we present the novel Hyper Graph Repartitioning and Superstep Repartitioning techniques, followed by the architecture of LogGP in Section 5. Section 6 reports the findings of an extensive experimental study. Finally, we introduce the related work and conclude this paper in Section 7 and 8.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first introduce the Pregel system on which our prototype system is built. We next introduce the problem of graph partitioning and streaming graph partitioning. Finally, we analyze the graph partitioning problem in Pregel.

Pregel is a distributed graph processing system proposed by Google, based on the BSP (bulk-synchronous parallel) model [26]. In the BSP model, the graph processing job is computed via a number of supersteps separated by synchronization barriers. In each superstep, every worker, or called node, executes a user-defined function against a subset of the vertices on it in an asynchronous computing way. These vertices are called active vertices. The rest of vertices, which are not used in a superstep, are called inactive vertices. Besides, the node sends the necessary messages to its neighbors for the following superstep. Once the communication and computation are finished, there is a global synchronization barrier to guarantee that all the nodes are ready for next superstep or the assigned job is finished.

Graph Partitioning: We now formally describe the general graph partitioning problem. We use \( G = (V, E) \) to represent the graph to be partitioned. \( V \) is a set of vertices, and \( E \) is a set of edges in the graph. The graph may be either directed or undirected. Let \( P_k = \{V_1, \ldots, V_k\} \) be a set of \( k \) subsets of \( V \). \( P_k \) is said to be a partition of \( G \) if: \( V_i \neq \emptyset \), \( V_i \cap V_j = \emptyset \), and \( \bigcup V_i = V \); for \( i, j = 1, \ldots, k, i \neq j \). We call the elements \( V_i \) of \( P_k \) the parts of the partition. The number \( k \) is called the cardinality of the partition. In this paper, we assume that each \( V_i \) is assigned to one computing node, and use \( V_i \) denote the set of vertices in that node.

**Graph partitioning problem** is to find an optimal partition \( P_k \) based on an objective function. It is a combinatorial optimization problem that can be defined as follows:

**Definition 1.** Graph partitioning problem can be defined from a triplet \((S, p, f)\) such that: \( S \) is a discrete set of all the partitions of \( G \), \( p \) is a predicate on \( S \) which creates a subset of \( S \) called admissible solution set - \( S_p \) that all the partitions in \( S_p \) are admissible for predicate \( p \). \( f \) is the objective function. Graph partitioning problem aims to find a partition \( \tilde{P} \in S_p \) that minimizes \( f(\tilde{P}) \):

\[
    f(\tilde{P}) = \min_{\tilde{P} \in S_p} f(\tilde{P}) \tag{1}
\]

A simple policy is to partition the data with a hash function, which is the default strategy applied in Pregel [17]. However, this approach results in high communication cost thus degrades the performance. Some works use approximation or multi-level approaches to partition the graph. However as the graph becomes larger, the cost of partitioning is unacceptable [25]. Thus, some recent works [23, 25] use streaming partitioning heuristics to partition the graph.

In particular, if the vertices of graph arrive in some order with the set of its neighbors, and we partition the graph based on the vertex stream, it is called a **Streaming Graph Partitioning Algorithm**. Streaming graph partitioning algorithm decides which part to assign for each incoming vertex. Once the vertex is placed, it will not be removed.
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These k-balanced graph partitioning approaches balance the vertex computation job while the communication time of each part is not considered. Thus, the running time, which contains both computation and communication time, of each node may be skew for each node. A reason for the imbalance is the Traversal-Style workload [21], e.g., SSSP and BFS. These workloads explore different active vertices on each node at different supersteps which is hard to predict at the initial partitioning stage. Thus the computation time and communication time of each node on specific supersteps are imbalanced. Figure 1 shows the running time
of a certain node for workloads SSSP and BFS with a multi-
level graph partitioning algorithm for initial partitions. We
can see that there is a significant running time imbalance for
each superstep. For the Always-Active workloads [21], there
is imbalance of running time as well, because the k-balanced
graph partitioning only balances the vertex computation job
while the communication time of each part is not considered.

The running imbalance of node for Pregel-like system af-
facts the overall job running time for graph processing work-
load and limits the scale out of the whole system. Thus,
using static initial partitioning result which is generated
without analyzing the workload behavior cannot balance the
running time of each node.

To alleviate the issues mentioned above, we propose a
graph partitioning scheme LogGP which exploits historical
hyper pin information. LogGP uses two novel techniques, i.e.,
Hyper Graph Repartitioning and Superstep Repartitioning,
which will be introduced in next two sections.

3. HYPER GRAPH REPARTITIONING

We first introduce how to generate better initial partition-
ing result with the help of historical log. As mentioned in
Section 1, multi-level partitioning algorithms are too slow
for large graphs. Thus, we use streaming approach to gen-
erate initial partitioning result.

Let \( P^t = V^t_1, ..., V^t_k \) be a partitioning result at time \( t \),
where \( V^t_i \) is the set of vertices in partition \( i \) at time \( t \). A
streaming graph partitioning is sequentially presented a ver-
tex \( v \) and its neighbors \( N(v) \), and uses a streaming heuris-
tic to assign \( v \) to a partition \( i \) only utilizing the information
contained in the current partitioning \( P^t \). Although one-
pass streaming partitioning algorithm has shorter partition-
ing time, the partitioning result is not as good as multi-level
solutions because it only has the information of the assigned
vertices in the graph. In this paper, we use historical par-
titioning log to enlarge the vision when running streaming
graph partitioning and refine the initial partitioning result.

We use two kinds of useful information that are provided
by the historical partitioning result.

The first one is the last partitioning result of the same
graph or some parts of the graph. This result has divided
the graph into several partitions generated by the streaming
partitioning algorithm. Although not optimized, it provides
us a better initial input than random graph. We try to
appropriately use this last partitioning result to provide the
streaming graph partitioning more information than that of
the assigned vertices contained in the current partitioning.

The other information is the accessed active vertex set
during the execution of previous workloads which is called
Log Active Vertex Set (LAVS). A LAVS is an active vertex
set that a node accessed in continuous supersteps. We find
that the active vertices in successive supersteps have some internal relationship with each other especially
when the accessed vertices of the workload have natural
collection, e.g., Semi-clustering [17]. Maximal Independent
Sets [16] and N-hop Friends List [7]. These workloads nat-
urally gather the vertices with some kinds of internal rela-
tionships together. Take Semi-clustering as an example, a
semi-cluster in a social graph is a group of people who inter-
act frequently with each other and less frequently with the
rest. When running Semi-clustering on a graph, the LAVS
of this workload accesses the vertices (stand for people), who
have strong connections between each other. Thus, if we use
the LAVS as the additional information for graph partition-
ing, we will initially know this connection of the graph which
can help the streaming algorithm determine which vertices
should be placed together. To control the number of ver-
tices in a LAVS for different workloads and graphs, we use a
parameter \( k \) to determine how many continuous supersteps
a LAVS will be concerned. The detail of how to log and
compute LAVS will be discussed in Section 5.

3.1 Hyper Graph

To combine these two kinds of historical information with
the original graph, we use hyper graph to represent the
useful historical information and the original graph struc-
ture. A hypergraph \( H = (V_h, E_h) \) is a generalization of
a graph whose edges can connect more than two vertices called
hyper edges (also named nets). A hyper graph consists of a
vertex set \( V_h \) and a set of hyper edges \( E_h \). Each hyper edge
is a subset of \( V \). For example, as shown in Figure 2(a), there
are two hyper edges presented with dotted circles. The first
one (hyper edge 1) contains vertices \( V_1, V_2 \) and \( V_3 \), and
the other one (hyper edge 2) contains vertices \( V_4, V_5 \). Another way to present hyper edge is converting the
hyper edge to equivalent hyper edge labels and hyper
pins, as shown in Figure 2(b).

How to form the hyper graph: Given the original
graph \( G = (V_o, E_o) \), we use the same vertex set \( V_o \) to form
the hyper graph vertices that \( V_h = V_o \).

The edge set of the hyper graph \( E_h \) consists of 3 parts:

1. We use \( v_o \) and \( v_e \) to denote the two vertices of an
original graph edge in the edge set \( E_o \). Then we add a
hyper edge \( h_e = \{v_o, v_e\} \) to \( E_h \).

2. We use \( P^t_{\text{last}} = (P^t_{\text{last}}, ..., P^t_{n\text{last}}) \) to denote the last parti-
tioning result of the graph. \( P^t_{\text{last}} \) denotes the i-th parts
of the partitioning result. We add hyper edge \( h_e = P^t_{\text{last}} \) to
\( E_h \).

3. We use \( \text{LAVS}_i = \text{LAVS}_i^1, ..., \text{LAVS}_i^m \) to denote the
LAVS sets of node \( i \) with total number of \( m \), and we add
each hyper edge \( h_e = \text{LAVS}_i^j \) to \( E_h \).

Figure 3 shows an example of how to generate a hyper
graph. We first transform the original graph (Figure 3a)
to hyper graph edges (Figure 3b). These hyper edges \( h_e = \{v_o, v_e\} \) are marked as hyper pin “1”. Then we include the
latest partitioning result of the graph (Figure 3c). These
hyper edges \( P^t_{\text{last}} = (P^t_{\text{last}}, ..., P^t_{n\text{last}}) \) are marked as hyper
pin “2”. At last, we add the LAVS to get the final hyper graph (Figure 3d) which is marked as hyper pin “3”.

After generating the hyper graph, we design a novel hypergraph streaming graph partitioning approach called Hyper Streaming Partitioning (HSP). We firstly convert the hyper edge to equivalent hyper edge labels and hyper pins. A hyper graph \( H = (V, E_h) \) can also be defined as a triplet \( H = (V, H, P) \), where \( V \) is the set of original vertices, \( H \) is the set of hyper edge labels, and \( P \) represents the set of edges connecting an element of \( V \) to an element of \( H \). As shown in Figure 2, we can use hyper edge labels and hyper pins (Figure 2(b)) to represent hyper edges (Figure 2(a)). After such conversion, we can now treat the hyper edges as vertices (hyper pins) and use them for one-pass streaming graph partitioning. Note that we only generate hyper pin for the hyper edge whose cardinality is more than 2. Thus the original edge is not represented as hyper pin. In this way, the hyper pins and hyper edge labels provide vertex connection information of both previous partitioning result and active vertex logs.

3.2 Hyper Graph Repartitioning

Our hyper graph repartitioning approach consists of two parts. We first assign the hyper pins to different partitions, and then assign the original vertices to these partitions. The hyper edge label is treated as an edge which will be used by streaming partitioning algorithms as an additional edge. When a hyper pin is assigned to a partition, the vertices in the same hyper edge would have a higher probability to be assigned to that partition. The hyper pins, in fact, provide the streaming algorithms some sort of global vision of the graph and the hyper edge can present some kinds of internal connections between the vertices.

The streaming graph partitioning algorithms make decisions based on incomplete information, and the order in which data is streamed will significantly affect the performance [23]. The order of vertices varies in several ways, i.e., random, BFS/DFS from a starting vertex or adversarial order. Isabelle [22] proved that the BFS and DFS produce nearly the same result as the random way. Of these orders, a random ordering is the simplest to guarantee in large-scale streaming data scenarios, and so we restrict our hyper graph repartitioning to only consider random node orders for simplicity. Thus we randomly assign hyper pins followed by the original vertex assignment.

We use a streaming loader to read vertices from hyper graph. The loader then sends vertices with their neighbors to the partitioning program which executes streaming graph partitioning as shown in Algorithm 1. The heuristic function determines the assignment of incoming vertices based on the current Partition state, vertex information and input graph.

Algorithm 1 Hyper Graph Repartitioning
1: Input: Hyper Graph \( H \)
2: Let \( P_k = V_1, V_2, ..., V_k \) be the current partitioning result sets.
3: \( S \leftarrow \) streamingloader(H)
4: generate random order to \( S \)
5: for each hyper graph pins \( \bar{p} \) in \( S \) do
6: \( \text{index} \leftarrow \text{HeuristicFunc}(P_k, \bar{p}); \)
7: Insert hyper graph pins \( \bar{p} \) into \( V_{\text{index}}; \)
8: end for
9: for each vertex \( v \) in \( S \) do
10: \( \text{index} \leftarrow \text{HeuristicFunc}(P_k, v); \)
11: Insert vertex \( v \) into \( V_{\text{index}}; \)
12: end for

In [23, 25], some recent works on a broad range of heuristics for performing streaming node assignment were proposed. In this paper, we do not focus on proposing new streaming heuristics. In fact, our approach can be adapted to any of these heuristics. Here we take Linear Deterministic Greedy (LDG) as a representative, since LDG has the best performance among these heuristics. In LDG, each vertex \( v \) is assigned to the partition based on:

\[
\text{index} = \arg\max_i \left[ |V_i \cap N(v)| \left( 1 - \frac{|V_i|}{C_i} \right) \right]
\]  

where \( C_i \) is the maximum capacity of partition \( i \) and \( N(v) \) is the set of neighbors of vertex \( v \).

As we mentioned above, the graph may be expected to change slightly each time it is used. In fact, graph datasets are typically dynamic, i.e., the graph structure changes over time. For example, the Twitter graph may have millions of vertices and edges changed per second at peak rate. Thus it is important to consider the ability of our system to accommodate incremental graphs. One advantage of hyper graph repartitioning is that it does not require any modification: our approach can repartition the new graph using the historical information, and the new vertices can be assigned by hyper graph repartitioning as the original vertices.

4. SUPERSTEP REPARTITIONING

In this section, we analyze the imbalance of running time on each node during supersteps and propose a novel repartitioning strategy based on collected statistics during the job execution.

4.1 Job Running Time

In order to improve the performance of graph processing job, we first try to investigate and model the job running time of Pregel systems. We will analyze the algorithms and model the influence of each superstep. Apart from dividing the algorithms into different categories [21], we want to find a general way to model these algorithms on graphs.

In the BSP model, a job is divided into a sequence of supersteps as shown in Figure 4. In each superstep, nodes
generally communicate with each other, i.e., send/receive information to/from its neighbors. After all the nodes finish computing and communication jobs, there is a barrier to make sure nodes are ready for next superstep. The execution of a graph algorithm stops when all sets of the active vertices are empty or the maximal number of supersteps is reached.

The running time of each superstep is determined by the slowest node. Let \( ST_i^n \) be the time that \( Node_i \) spends at the \( n \)-th superstep. The time cost of the synchronization barrier is constant for every superstep, and often negligible when compared to the costs of the computation and communication, so we ignore it in this paper. Then, the total running time of the graph algorithm, \( JobTime \), can be calculated as:

\[
JobTime = \sum (max(ST_i^n))
\]  

Graph partitioning technique helps graph processing system to get minimized \( JobTime \). As mentioned in Section 2, time spent in a superstep is determined by both communication time and computing time:

\[
ST_i^n = f(Tcomp_i^n, Tcomm_i^n)
\]  

Here \( Tcomp_i^n \) and \( Tcomm_i^n \) denote the computing time and communication time used by \( Node_i \) at the \( n \)-th superstep, respectively. The function \( f(x, y) \) is determined by the system implementation. If the system adopts an I/O blocking model in which CPU and I/O are operated serially, we can add up the time which means \( f(x, y) = x + y \). If the system parallelly processes I/O operations, the superstep’s running time \( ST_i^n \) is determined by the slower one, thus \( f(x, y) = max(x, y) \). Our system is based on the I/O blocking model, while the same result can be obtained when using a system where I/O is parallelized. In our system, the running time of \( n \)-th superstep and \( JobTime \) can be presented as:

\[
ST_i^n = Max(Tcomp_i^n + Tcomm_i^n)
\]  

\[
JobTime = \sum Max(Tcomp_i^n + Tcomm_i^n)
\]  

Since \( Tcomp_i^n \) and \( Tcomm_i^n \) depend on graph algorithm and hardware, it is hard to get these information in the initial graph partitioning phase. Figure 5(a) shows an experiment on two workloads Statistical Inference and Two-hop Friend List. We record the average percentage of time used for computing UDF function and sending/receiving data when executing them in Giraph. As we can see, the running time of Statistical Inference is dominated by computing jobs while Two-hop Friend List is dominated by I/O data transmission. The traditional graph partitioning algorithms target at minimizing edge cuts not the running time, and thus ignore these factors. As a consequence, the running time of each node may be skew for a superstep. As shown in Figure 5(b), we record the running time of the first 4 iterations of a Pagerank workload on a 20-nodes cluster. The running time varies significantly.

4.2 Repartitioning Heuristic

The traditional database systems use collected historical statistics to estimate running time for query optimization. For parallel graph processing systems, to solve the imbalance problem, we collect useful information to optimize the workload balance between nodes by estimating the near-future running time of each node and reassign the vertices dynamically during algorithm execution. We first discuss how to estimate the running time.

We collect statistics information to estimate the running time of each partition. First of all, we discuss how to estimate superstep running time. As mentioned in Section 4.1, running time of a superstep equals to the running time of computing part plus the running time of communication part.

\[
ST_i^n = Tcomp_i^n + Tcomm_i^n
\]  

The computing time \( Tcomp_i^n \) is determined by the whole active vertex set, denoted as \( A_i^n \), and the user-defined function. This is because all the active vertices will execute the UDF. Communication time, however, is caused by parts of the active vertex set. As shown in Figure 6, we divide the vertices in a partition into three types. The dotted lines denote the connections of two vertices in different partitions and the solid lines denote vertices in the same partition.
13 and 14 are of this type. We use \( \alpha_i^n \) to denote the vertices belonging to this type in \( n \)-th superstep on node \( i \).

\( Type_2 \): Vertices that are adjacent to vertices from other partition. For example, vertices 1, 2 and 4 are of this type. We use \( \beta_i^n \) to denote the vertices belonging to this type in \( n \)-th superstep on node \( i \).

\( Type_3 \): Vertices that are adjacent to only vertices in the same partition while their neighbors are adjacent to vertices from other partitions. We use \( \gamma_i^n \) to denote the vertices belonging to this type in \( n \)-th superstep on node \( i \). The vertices 3, 7 and 10 belong to this type.

The first type vertices generate only local messages. In parallel graph processing system, producing and processing local messages are extremely faster than non-local messages, so we ignore the time cost for dealing with local messages. Thus vertices in \( Type_1 \) do not generate communication time.

The second type vertices send and receive messages from their adjacent partition(s). The total communication time in this superstep is caused by this subset of active vertices. We can now denote the superstep running time as:

\[
ST_i^n = t\text{Comp} \ast |A_i^n| + t\text{Comm} \ast |\beta_i^n| \tag{8}
\]

\( t\text{Comp} \) and \( t\text{Comm} \) are the average computing time and communication time used by each vertex. LogGP uses running logs to get these two parameters during the job execution. Detailed information will be discussed in Section 5.

As same as \( Type_1 \), the vertices of \( Type_2 \) do not generate communication cost, because there is no non-local vertices adjacent to it. However, these vertices may activate the vertices of \( Type_2 \) to generate communication cost in the next superstep. Thus we can use these vertices of \( Type_2 \) to estimate the communication time in the next superstep.

Another problem is that how can we get the number of vertex set \( \beta_i^{n+1} \) with the information of \( \gamma_i^n \). Here we introduce a new metric, active ratio, denoted as \( \lambda \). Active ratio denotes the probability of an active vertex \( v \) in superstep \( N \) that causes the neighbors of that vertex to be active in superstep \( N + 1 \). For example, the active ratio of algorithm Pagerank is always 100% because the active vertex will always activate its neighbors in next superstep. These parameters can be obtained by the historical log as well.

Then, we can calculate \( |\beta_i^{n+1}| \) and \( |A_i^{n+1}| \) with \( \lambda \):

\[
|\beta_i^{n+1}| = |\gamma_i^n| \ast \lambda \tag{9}
\]

\[
|A_i^{n+1}| = |A_i^n| \ast \lambda \tag{10}
\]

The running time of \( (n+1) \)-th superstep can be estimated:

\[
ST_i^{n+1} = (t\text{Comp} \ast |A_i^n| + t\text{Comm} \ast |\gamma_i^n|) \ast \lambda \tag{11}
\]

After estimating the running time of the next superstep, we collect the estimated running time of each node, and reassign the vertices to rebalance the running time of the next superstep.

However, vertex reassignment (repartitioning) is still difficult because:

1) Finding the optimal repartitioning is an NP problem, as the size-balanced graph partition problem is NP-complete [6] which is the static setting of our problem.

2) The computational overhead from the repartitioning cost must be low. As the objective is to improve application performance, the selected technique must be lightweight and can be scalable to work on large graphs.

3) Synchronizing distributed states of different partitions dynamically is impossible. Propagating global information across the network incurs a significant overhead, which must be considered for our repartitioning technique. Thus the repartitioning approach can only use a local view of the graph.

The basic idea is to reassign the vertex from partitions with long estimated time to short ones before the next superstep. We use a threshold \( \theta_{n+1} \) to determine whether the estimated time is long in the total running time.

\[
\theta_{n+1} = \vartheta \ast \sum_{i} \frac{ST_i^{n+1}}{t} \tag{12}
\]

Here \( \vartheta \) is the percentage which we will discuss below. We move vertices from the partitions that \( ST_i^{n+1} \) are larger than \( \theta_{n+1} \) to the other partitions and try to minimize the longest running time.

In this paper, we propose a novel heuristic that moves the vertex which will generate communication cost in the next superstep to an appropriate partition. The movement will reduce the total communication cost in the future and balance the running time of each node in next superstep.

For a vertex \( v_i \) in node \( i \), LogGP logs the times of the vertex communicating to other partitions and denotes it as \( C(v_i) \). If a vertex repartitioning is needed on node \( i \), we first choose the vertices that may generate remote communication in the next \( n+1 \) superstep, denoted as \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \). Let \( N(v) \) be the neighbor set of vertex \( v \).

\[
\Gamma_{n+1}^i = \bigcap N(v), v \in \gamma_i^n \tag{13}
\]

We then sort the remote communication times, \( C(v_i) \), for each of the vertex in \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \) in a non-descending order and greedily reassign the vertex with the max \( C(V_i) \) to the partition that the vertex has the most neighbors. When a vertex is removed, the estimated running time will be decreased by \( t\text{Comp} + t\text{Comm} \). The reassignment stops when \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \) is empty or the estimated running time of the next superstep is equal to the average. The whole processing is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2** Superstep Repartitioning

1: \( ST_i^{n+1} \leftarrow \) estimated running time of \( N + 1 \) superstep
2: if \( ST_i^{n+1} > \vartheta \ast \sum_{i} \frac{ST_i^{n+1}}{t} \) then
3: \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \leftarrow \bigcap N(v), v \in \gamma_i^n \) //\( N(v) \) is the neighbor vertex set of \( v \)
4: \( List \leftarrow C(v), v \in \Gamma_{n+1}^i \) //\( List \) records the \( C(v) \) of vertex in \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \)
5: \( List \leftarrow Sort List \) in non-descending order
6: while \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \neq \emptyset \) and \( ST_i^{n+1} < \sum_{i} \frac{ST_i^{n+1}}{m} \) do
7: // \( m \) is the number of partitions
8: \( v_i \leftarrow \text{pop}(List) \)
9: Reassign \( v_i \) to the partition that the \( v_i \) has the most neighbors
10: \( \Gamma_{n+1}^i \leftarrow \Gamma_{n+1}^i - (t\text{Comp} + t\text{Comm}) \)
11: end while
12: end if
5. THE LogGP ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present an overview of LogGP to show how the proposed techniques can be seamlessly integrated into the system to improve the performance. We first provide the system architecture, and then present the key components of the system. Finally, we discuss how we manage the vertex migration.

System Architecture: We first describe the basic architecture and operations of LogGP. Figure 7 depicts how LogGP is integrated into Giraph (open source version of Pregel) as a middle-ware. Our system can be easily migrated to any other BSP-based graph processing systems as well. In the Giraph system, there are two types of processing nodes: master node and worker node. There is only one master node which manages to assign and coordinate jobs, and there are multiple worker nodes which execute user defined function against each vertex assigned to them. The components of LogGP are running on the corresponding nodes of Giraph nodes. There is a LogGP partitioning manager (PM) running on the master node that provides partitioning meta data for the master node. A LogGP partitioning agency (PA) is running on each of the worker nodes to record, collect and report log information of that worker node to PM. The initial graph data is partitioned on PM and assigned to each worker.

![Figure 7: Architecture of LogGP Integrated on Giraph](image)

Both PM and PA share the communication framework of Giraph to communicate with each other. The persistent data, such as historical partitioning result, is stored in the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) [4] shared with Giraph as well. The detailed discussion of the key components is as follows:

**LogGP Partitioning Manager:** Partitioning Manager (PM) is a process running on the master node. It stores the meta data of graphs and historical partitioning results. There is a unique GraphID for each graph in LogGP, which represents a certain graph. The meta data stores the link of the graph’s historical information, such as the latest partitioning result or the LAVS of that graph. The actual data is stored on HDFS and PM can access that file by the link of meta data. When a job is run on a graph, the master node will ask PM to generate the Hyper Graph with the original graph, if existed, the latest partitioning result and LAVS of that graph. After that, PM partitions the graph to generate the initial partitioning. Then, PM checks the meta data and fetches the historical information to generate the initial partitioning result for this graph. The master node then uses this partitioning result to assign vertices of the graph from HDFS to worker nodes.

During the job execution, when each worker finishes a superstep, it sends the estimated running time of that partition to PM. PM then gathers and analyzes the information from worker nodes and applies the repartitioning strategy to optimize the running time of the next superstep. If a repartitioning is needed for a partition on a node, PM will send a repartitioning trigger along with the necessary information to the PA of that node and a repartitioning procedure will be started on that node.

**LogGP Partitioning Agency:** Partitioning Agency (PA) is running on each worker node in the Giraph system to collect running time information and manage to repartition the graph when there will be a running time skew in the next superstep. PA uses the same communication module in Giraph to communicate with PM or other PA(s). PA collects the information when the superstep is running, such as tComp, tComm and C(v), then uses this information to compute the estimated running time for the next superstep. In fact, when a vertex is executing a user defined function, such as Pagerank, PA will check the type of vertex and record the time used for computing. When data is sent to the other partitions, PA records the vertex sets and the time spent on the communication. This running log will be analyzed after each superstep finishes and generates statistical logs for that superstep. tComp, tComm, C(v) and other parameters used for superstep repartitioning are obtained from these logs. When a superstep is finished, in synchronization step, PA will send the estimated time of next superstep to PM and wait for the response from PM. If a repartition is necessary, PM will run the repartitioning heuristic to rebalance the running time. PA also writes running logs of active sets of each superstep. When the workload is finished, LAVS is generated from the running logs. When all the LAVSs of continuous k supersteps are generated, the results are uploaded to HDFS for PM to generate Hyper Graph for next workload. This process is fast and does not take much resource in that node.

**Vertex Migration:** For Superstep Repartitioning, when the dynamic partitioning scheme decides to reassign vertices from one partition to another, three types of data need to be sent: (1) latest value of vertices; (2) adjacency list of vertices; (3) messages for the next superstep. One solution is to add a new stage for vertex reassign between the end of superstep n and beginning of superstep n+1. LogGP uses another option that combines vertex moving within the Synchronization stage. We combine the messages sent from one partition to another to reduce the times of communication. In addition, the number of vertexes which need to be moved is small. Thus, the reassignment cost is slight compared with other operations. We will further discuss the time used for vertexes reassignment in experiment studies.

When a vertex gets reassigned to a new worker, every worker in the cluster must obtain and store this information in order to deliver future messages to the vertex. An obvious option for each worker is to store an in-memory map consisting of <Vertex_id, Worker_id> pairs. However, using this solution, a vertex u must broadcast to all its neighbors when it is moved from one node to another. To reduce the cost, we implement an high-efficient lookup table service mentioned in [24] to provide a lookup table that reduces the broadcast
cost when reassigning vertices.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed partitioning refinement approaches. We implemented LogGP on Giraph [1], and the lookup table service [24] for vertex migration solution.

6.1 Experimental Settings
We first briefly introduce the experimental settings for the evaluation, including datasets, evaluation metrics and comparative approaches. All the experiments were conducted on a cluster with 28 nodes with an AMD Opteron 4180 2.6Ghz CPU, 48GB memory and a 10TB RAID disk. All the nodes were connected by 1Gbit bandwidth routers.

6.1.1 Data Sets
We used 5 real-world datasets: Live-Journal, Wiki-Pedia, Wiki-Talk, Twitter and Web-Google; and one Synthetic graph which is generated following the Erdős-Rényi random graph model. Those real-world datasets are publicly available on the Web [5], and the statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 1. We transformed them into undirected graphs, added reciprocal edges and eliminated loop circles from the original release.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki-pedia</td>
<td>2,935,762</td>
<td>35,046,792</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>401MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki-Talk</td>
<td>2,388,953</td>
<td>4,636,682</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>64MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-Google</td>
<td>875,713</td>
<td>8,644,106</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>72MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-Journal</td>
<td>4,843,953</td>
<td>42,845,684</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>479MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>41,052,230</td>
<td>1,368,365,182</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>206MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>930MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Graph Dataset Statistics

6.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
We use two metrics to systematically evaluate the result of our experiment. For both of the two metrics, a lower value represents the better performance.

Edge Cut Percentage (ECP): It indicates the percentage of cut edges between partitions in the graph, defined as \( ECP = \frac{cc}{|E|} \), where \( cc \) denotes the number of cut edges between partitions, and \( |E| \) denotes the total number of edges in the graph. This is the basic metric to evaluate the quality of partitioning result.

Execution Time: We utilize two time costs to evaluate the system performance. The first one is Job Execution Time (JET) which presents the elapsed time from submitting a graph workload till its completion. We use JET to evaluate the actual effectiveness of the partitioning. After we partition the graph, we run the workload on the partitioned graph and record the time. The second one is Total Running Time which includes the workload execution time, as well as the graph loading and partitioning time.

6.1.3 Comparative Methods
In this experimental study, we select several state-of-the-art partitioning methods for comparison to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed method.

- The proposed LogGP method uses two techniques, Hyper Graph Repartitioning (HGR) and Superstep Repartitioning (SR), to reduce the overall job execution time of graph system. To better examine the effectiveness of our approach, we also study the performance of HGR and SR individually.

- Linear Deterministic Greedy (LDG) approach [23] is considered as one of best static streaming method, and Restreaming LDG (reLDG) approach [19] is extended to generate initial graph partitioning using the last streaming partitioning result.

- CatchW [21] is a dynamic graph workload balancing approach for random initial partitioning, which is a comparative approach for SR, as both of them try to adjust the partitions in the supersteps.

- We also use Hashing as one competitor because of its simplicity and popularity, e.g., Pregel uses hash function to partition the vertices by default.

6.2 Effect of Hyper Graph Repartitioning
We first evaluate the performance of Hyper Graph Repartitioning (HGR). The state-of-the-art streaming algorithm LDG [23], reLDG [19] and Hashing are used as the base line. We run the experiment against all the graph datasets shown in Table 1. Here we mainly present the results on Live-Journal, Web-Google and Synthetic dataset as representative of Social Graph, Web Graph and Random Graph respectively.

Figure 8 shows the ECP of partitioning results on these three types of datasets. Each partitioning algorithm is executed 10 times, and HGR and reLDG use the last partitioning result for repartitioning. To generate the LAVS for the hyper graph, we execute a Semi-clustering workload after the partitioning. As we can see, HGR works well on all the graphs, especially on the Social Graph. This is mainly because that these social graphs representing real relationships of social network have significantly higher average local clustering coefficient. After running the Semi-clustering workload, LogGP records the LAVS of Semi-clustering that represent the internal relationships of these vertices. Then HGR generates Hyper Graph with this additional information to repartition the graph. With the help of Hyper Graph, streaming algorithm HGR can use more useful vertex relation to get better partitioning result. Thus, our approach outperforms reLDG which only uses the partitioning result while our approach uses additional LAVS information for initial partition. For Web Graph, known as seriously power-law skewed, our approach is still the best. Though in Synthetic Random Graph, our approach gets the smallest improvement, there is still about 15% reduction of ECP comparing with LDG. For Random Graph, there is no internal connection between vertices, thus, LAVS cannot fetch the relationships resulting in less improvement. However the previous partitioning result is shown to be helpful for these random graph as well.

In addition, we evaluate the running time of these partitioning results after 10 times repartitioning. We run a 10-iteration of Pagerank and Semi-Clustering workloads on Live-Journal dataset. We compare the running time of HGR with Hashing, reLDG and LDG. As shown in Figure 9(a), HGR significantly reduces the running time on these two workloads, which confirms that our approach can refine the streaming partitioning result with the Hyper Graph.
In real-world, the workload and graphs are changing over time. To simulate the graph changing, we evaluate our method using graphs that change dynamically between different workload iterations. We used 75% vertices in the graph for the first workload and then added 5% vertices each time. At last, when the workload is running for the 5th time, all the vertices are used. We evaluate the running time of HGR compared with other partitioning algorithms after 5 times repartitioning, and the results shown in Figure 9(b) demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of our approach with respect to graph updates. We also design an experiment to evaluate the situation when workload is changing during different iterations. We use 5 workloads: Semi-Clustering, Two-hop Friendship, Single Source Shortest Path, Breadth First Search, and Pagerank for workload 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 iterations separately. We execute these 5 workloads in sequence with HGR and other partitioning algorithms, and present the result of the last workload Pagerank in the paper. Figure 9(b) reports the superiority of our method.

**Parameter tuning of HGR:** As we mentioned in Section 3, we use a parameter \( k \) to determine the size of vertices in a LAVS. We conduct a series of experiments to investigate the selection of \( k \). Due to the space limit, we only show the result of ECP on Live-Journal dataset using Pagerank for LAVS, in Figure 10. We find that when \( k = 2 \) or \( k = 3 \), HGR achieves the best performance for most of the workloads. This is because when \( k \) is small (\( k = 1 \)), the size of LAVS is too small to present the connections between vertices. When the size of LAVS becomes larger (\( k > 3 \)), the LAVS contains too much vertices which may not have strong relationships. Thus we use \( k = 3 \) as the number of supersteps to form LAVS in the experiment.

**6.3 Effect of Superstep Repartitioning**

We next present the performance of Superstep Repartitioning (SR). We use a representative communication-intensive workload, Pagerank, for the evaluation. The parameter \( \vartheta \) used for the percentage number that determines the threshold in Formula 12 is set as 2% which shows better result than other values. For Superstep Repartitioning which balances the running time of each partition during the execution, \( JET \) is a more important performance metric than ECP. Notice that the \( JET \) of SR contains the time of vertex reassignment.

To better understand how Superstep Repartitioning balances the running time of each workload, we show the time of a sample node on Live-Journal dataset in the first iteration of Pagerank workload in Figure 11(a) and the running time of the same node in the 4th superstep in Figure 11(b). We can observe that after three times of vertex refinement, the running time of each node is balanced with even shorter running time as well. In our experiment, the \( JET \) contains the repartitioning time which is marked as grey bars in Figure 11(b). These results also confirm the efficiency of migrating and locating the reassigned vertices in LogGP. We next evaluate the effect of SR with different datasets. Figure 12(a) shows the result of \( JET \) of a 10-iteration Pagerank workload on different graphs using LDG streaming partitioning as the initial partitioning. Note that, the initial partitioning method is orthogonal to superstep repartitioning, and we will next show results on different initial partitioning results. We compare SR with CatchW discussed in [21] which is a dynamic graph workload balancing approach. The original method denotes running the experi-
This experiment indicates our Superstep Repartitioning approach can balance the running time during execution and reduce the total execution time of graph processing job.

6.4 The Superiority of LogGP

From the previous experiments, we can see that Hyper Graph Repartitioning (HGR) and Superstep Repartitioning (SR) yield promising results in initial graph partitioning and superstep graph adjustment respectively. In this experiment, we investigate the overall performance of LogGP which can take the both advantages of HGR and SR.

Figure 13 illustrates the Running time of 10-iteration Pagerank and Semi-clustering workload on Twitter dataset. We compare with all the approaches mentioned above: LDG, reLDG, and CatchW. As we can observe, comparing to LDG, there are about 49.1% running time reduction on Semi-clustering and 39.2% improvement on Pagerank. The result of LogGP outperforms the CatchW and reLDG as well. These results confirm that LogGP with the help of log information can significantly reduce the job execution time when comparing with other approaches.
Independent Sets and Two-hop Friendship. As shown in Figure 14, LogGP outperforms all the other methods on all these datasets and workloads. These results here also reveal the generality of the proposed approach and its wide application to various domains.

We next conduct the experiments to further study the total running time of the graph processing job. We run the Pagerank 10-iteration workload on Live-Journal data, and Figure 15 shows the results of total running time including graph loading time (grey bar), partitioning time (white bar), and JET (black bar). The overall performance of our method is the best, though it introduces slightly more partitioning overhead.

To summarize, based on our experimental results, we conclude that LogGP can take advantage of historical log information for partitioning refinement and provide an effective partitioning solution for large graph processing systems.

7. RELATED WORK

The graph partition problem discussed in this paper is related to several fields such as graph computing systems and graph partitioning.

Large-Scale Graph Computing: To meet the current prohibitive requirements of processing large-scale graphs, many distributed methods and frameworks have been proposed and become appealing. Pregel [17] and GraphLab [15] both use a vertex-centric computing model, and run a user defined program at each worker node in parallel. Hama [2] and Giraph [1] are open source projects, which adopt Pregel programming model, and adjust for HDFS. In these parallel graph processing systems, it is important to partition large graph into several balanced sub-graphs, so that parallel workers can coordinate their processing. However, most of the current systems usually choose simple hash method.

Graph partitioning: Graph partitioning is a combinatorial optimization problem which has been studied for decades. The k-balanced graph partitioning aims to minimize the number of edge cut between partitions while balance the number of vertices. Though the k-balanced graph partitioning problem is an NP-Complete problem [10], several solutions have been proposed to tackle this challenge.

Andreev et al. [6] presented an approximation algorithm which guarantees polynomial running time with an approximation ratio of $O(\log n)$. Another solution was proposed by Even et al. [9] who gave an LP solution based on spreading metrics which also gets an $O(\log n)$ approximation. Besides approximated solution, Karypis et al. [14] proposed a parallel multi-level graph partitioning algorithm to minimize bisection on each level. There are some heuristics implementations like METIS [13], parallel version of METIS [20] and Chaco [12] which are widely used in many existing systems. Although they cannot provide precise performance guarantee, these heuristics are quite effective. More heuristic approaches were summarized in [3].

The methods mentioned above are offline and require long processing time generally. Recently, Stanton and Kliot [23] proposed a series of online streaming partitioning method using heuristics. Fennel [25] extended this work by proposing a streaming partitioning framework which combines other heuristic methods. Joel Nishimura and Johan Ugander [19] further proposed Restreaming LDG and Restreaming Fennel that generated initial graph partitioning using the last streaming partitioning result. Restreaming LDG and Restreaming Fennel exploits the similar strategy as HGR. However, HGR further uses the Log Active Vertex Set to get the internal relationship between vertices and combines the original graph, last streaming partitioning result and Log Active Vertex Set into a Hyper Graph. HGR then uses a novel Hyper Graph Streaming Repartitioning algorithm to partition the graph with global information.

Beyond these static graph partitioning technologies, [18] theoretically studies how to adapt graph structure changing without the overhead of reloading or repartitioning the graph. Some of the recent works [27, 8] can cope with changes in graph structure. However, these approaches handle the changing in high cost. Shang et al. [21] investigated
several graph algorithms and proposed simple yet effective policies that can achieve dynamic workload balance, while this approach uses hashing partitioning as the initial input. Compared to our repartitioning approach SR, CatchW tries to minimize the total communication cost. SR focuses on reducing the total JET of the systems which is more effective. In addition, SR uses the running statistical information during the execution and predicts the running time of each node in the next superstep. Base on the prediction, SR can accurately move the proper vertices.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we systematically investigated the imbalance of running time on BSP model. We designed a novel log-based graph partitioning system to reuse the previous and running log information for partitioning refinement. We proposed Hyper Graph Partitioning which combines the graph and historical partitioning results to generate a hyper graph to improve the initial partitioning result. When the workload is executing, we use the running logs to estimate the running time of each node and design a novel heuristic to reassign the vertices from skew nodes to balance the running time. Prototype and experimental results confirmed the improvements of our new approaches.

There are several promising directions for our future work. First, a further theoretical analysis of streaming algorithm for Hyper Graph is preferred for better cost estimation. Second, other heuristics for vertex reassignment during the execution is an interesting topic.
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